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Substitutional carbon in group-III nitrides: Ab initio description of shallow and deep levels
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We presentab initio pseudopotential plane-wave calculations for the neutral and negatively charged carbon
impurity on a nitrogen site in group-III nitrides. Ultrasoft non-norm-conserving Vanderbilt pseudopotentials
allow the use of extremely large supercells up to 2744 atoms. These supercells attenuate the defect-defect
interaction and, hence, give an accurate description of the resulting acceptor levels in BN, AlN, GaN, and InN.
We calculate atomic geometries and energetical positions of the defect levels, Franck-Condon shifts, and
formation energies. The defect stability and the transition of the shallow-deep character are discussed along the
series BN, AlN, GaN, and InN. For GaN we calculate a hole activation energy of about 0.2 eV in correspon-
dence with photoluminescence and temperature-dependent Hall measurements.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Group-III nitrides are materials of considerable interes
electronic and optoelectronic devices due to their high th
mal and mechanical stabilities, the formation of alloy sy
tems and, hence, the possibility of band-gap engineeri1

Optical and electrical properties of semiconductors
mainly controlled by point defects such as vacancies, a
sites, and intentional and unintentional impurities. For
development of devices reliable information about point
fects and techniques to control the doping process are
cial. Carbon is an unintentional impurity appearing duri
the growth of group-III nitrides.2–6 However, the role of car-
bon in these materials is controversial. The ionic radii in
cate that C should have a nonvanishing solubility in the c
ion sublattices, in particular in the Ga and Al sublattice1

Due to its small ionic radius, carbon fits in the nitrogen s
Indeed, theoretical predictions found that in GaN the inc
poration of C on a N site should be preferred.7 In this nitride,
magnesium is the most common impurity to achievep-type
conductivity, giving rise to relatively low hole concentration
and a high acceptor ionization level at room temperatu8

However, there are indications that highp-type carrier con-
centrations can be achieved using carbon as a dopant m
rial in GaN.9 Recent experimental results suggested car
in the nitrogen site (CN) as an alternative to Mg in cubic~c!
GaN.10 Compensation effects supposedly caused by de
complexes such as carbon pairs discouraged its use
p-type impurity in wurtzite~w! GaN.11

The group-III nitrides AlN, GaN, and InN crystallize i
the hexagonal wurtzite phase12 under ambient conditions
However, these nitrides can also be grown in a cubic zi
blende phase which offers, in principle, many advanta
with relation to the wurtzite phase, such as a higher cry
symmetry, higher carrier mobility due to a smaller scatter
coefficient, lower effective masses, and easy cleavage.13 Cu-
bic BN crystals were first synthesized in 1957 by Wentfor14

and with the use of certain techniques15 high-quality samples
large enough to be characterized can be achieved.
growth of c-AlN was first reported by Petrovet al.,16 and
additional techniques have improved the quality and size
0163-1829/2002/66~7!/075209~9!/$20.00 66 0752
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the crystals obtained.6 Zinc-blende GaN is commonly grown
by molecular-beam epitaxy.17 Although c-InN is the least
studied nitride, thick layers of this material were synthesiz
and characterized recently.18 Since the structural difference
between the wurtzite and cubic phases refer to second ne
bors, it is useful to study the doping behavior of an impur
in the zinc-blende phase.

Using a tight-binding version of the linear muffin-tin o
bital ~LMTO! method in the atomic sphere approximatio
~ASA!, 64-atom supercells, and relaxation of the atomic p
sitions, Gubanovet al.19 found that CN in c-BN gives rise to
a shallow single-particle acceptor level. Similar results w
obtained with the full-potential linear augmented plane wa
method without relaxation and with the same superc
size.20 Within the frameworks of the density-functiona
theory ~DFT! formalism and the generalized-gradient a
proximation, normconserving pseudopotentials and rel
ation of atomic forces, Orellana and Chacham21 considered
additional positively charged states and speculated abo
negative-U behavior for CN in BN. Comprehensive calcula
tions of the carbon impurity in AlN, GaN, and InN by Jen
kins and Dow, including their alloys in the wurtzite phas
were based on an empirical treatment within the tig
binding approximation.22 Very shallow single-particle levels
or even levels resonant to the valence band were obtaine
CN in AlN and GaN, whereas for InN a deeper level w
predicted. Later calculations forw-GaN using normconserv
ing pseudopotentials and the DFT in the local-density
proximation ~LDA ! predicted a shallow acceptor level fo
CN . Neugebauer and Van de Walle7 discussed carbon as th
origin of the parasitic yellow luminescence observed in t
compound. Calculations to determine the doping proper
of carbon in w-AlN and w-GaN were performed by Bo
gusławski and co-workers23,24 applying quantum molecula
dynamics and the pseudopotential formalism. The proper
of the neutral carbon impurity in cubic BN, AlN, and Ga
were also investigated by Gorczycaet al.25 using a combina-
tion of LMTO-ASA Green’s function methods. A full-
potential version of the LMTO code was applied to perfo
the relaxation of the atomic positions.26,27Theoretical studies
of impurities in InN are scarce. Within the DFT-LDA, mos
©2002 The American Physical Society09-1
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of the methods give rise to a negative fundamental gap
c-InN, even if more sophisticated all-electron methods
applied.28 Stampflet al.29 studied O, Si, and Mg impurities
in c-InN using self-interaction and relaxation-correct
pseudopotentials which helped to solve the problem of
negative fundamental gap. However, they concluded that
results are qualitatively the same as within the usual D
LDA pseudopotential plane-wave methods.

The ab initio calculations up to now refer to isolated ca
bon impurity in small supercells with 32–72 atoms. The s
of the supercell used may influence the results at least
two reasons. First, the interaction between the defect an
images in the neighboring cells may play an important ro
For the charged impurity, Coulomb interaction effects res
ing from the defect-defect interaction are inversely prop
tional to a linear dimension or edge lengthL of the supercell.
To account for these, some corrections to the total ene
may be used as proposed in the literature.30,31 Second, the
supercell size should be more critical in cases whereN
gives rise to shallow levels. The accompaning wave fu
tions are extended, and the supercell size should be la
than their localization radii to avoid an artificial spatial qua
tization.

Although the computational effort may increase as mu
as L3, the simplest way to suppress the defect-defect in
action is to increase the supercell size. In the present pa
we therefore increase the supercell size substantially to
duce the spurious interactions. The convergence with res
to the supercell size is studied for the position of the sing
particle Kohn-Sham~KS! levels, the ionization levels, an
the formation energies. Other quantities that can be estim
by the delta-self-consistent-field method (DSCF), such as
relaxation energy and Franck-Condon shifts are also ex
ined. The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we
scribe the methods used for the calculation of the total
ergy, the Kohn-Sham defect levels, the formation energ
and ionization levels for the carbon impurity. The results
discussed in Sec. III, and in Sec. IV a brief summary
given.

II. METHOD

A. Total-energy calculations

The total-energy calculations are based on DFT~Ref. 32!
in the LDA or the local spin-density approximation~Ref. 33!.
Quantum Monte Carlo results in the parametrization of P
dew and Zunger34 are used to describe the exchang
correlation energy. The correlation energy for an arbitr
spin polarization is determined by a standard interpolatio35

between the values of the nonpolarized and fully polariz
cases. The valence electrons of B, Al, Ga, In, N, and C
well as thed electrons of In and Ga, are treated explicit
Their interaction with the atomic cores is taken into acco
by means of non-norm-conservingab initio Vanderbilt
pseudopotentials. They allow a considerable softening of
pseudopotentials of the first-row elements as well as of
atoms with filledd shells.36 The energy cutoff for the plane
wave expansion of the single-particle eigenfunctions is
stricted to 19.9 Ry~14.0, 16.2, and 15.5 Ry! for BN ~AlN,
07520
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GaN, and InN!. The atomic forces are calculated direct
from the free-energy functional37 of the system applying the
Hellmann-Feynman~HF! theorem.38 Explicitly we use the
Viennaab initio simulation package.37 Monkhorst-Pack type
meshes39 in the irreducible part of the Brillouin zone ar
used to approximate thek-space integrals. The calculation
include the relaxation of the atomic positions around the
purity, in order to find the equilibrium atomic configuratio
for a certain charge state. The spin polarization is taken
account for the neutral C impurity.

For BN, AlN, GaN, and InN, we study the carbon imp
rity on the nitrogen site in simple cubic supercells with 64
2744 atoms and differentk-point meshes. Explicitly we use
23232 and 43434 k-point meshes for the 64-atom su
percells, and 23232 mesh for the 512-atom supercells. Th
self-consistent energy calculations are restricted only to
G point for the 1000-atom~BN and GaN!, 1728-atom~AlN !,
and 2744-atom~BN! supercells. For the BN 1000-atom su
percell we also applied a 23232 k-point mesh to verify the
applicability of theG-only calculations for the large supe
cells.

In 64-atom supercells the total energies do not cha
significantly~10–50 meV! when a 43434 mesh is applied
instead of 23232 mesh for BN, AlN, and GaN. For BN in
1000-atom supercells,G-only and 23232 calculations lead
to similar results for the KS defect levels and ionization le
els, reinforcing the applicability ofG-only calculations for
large supercells. Total-energy calculations could be made
InN:C in 64-atom supercells, but correct identifications
the defect levels, the top of the valence band, and the bot
of the conduction band demand more states; therefore 5
atom supercells are considered.

The geometry of the fully relaxed structures and the
forces acting on the atoms in the ideal zinc-blende crystal
determined for the first-~1nn! and second-nearest~2nn!
neighbors. Orthonormal basis sets (bij ,pij ,nij ) are used to
project the HF forcesFij

HF and displacement vectorsDdij .
The displacements and forces on the four first neighbori
50,1,2,3) of the impurity site (j 50) are described by mean
of sets of orthonormal basis (bi0 ,pi0 ,ni0),

40 where the
breathing mode vectorsbi0 are along the lines connecting th
carbon site to each first neighbor, the pairing mode vec
pi0 are along the lines between two equivalent first neig
bors, and theni0 vectors are orthogonal to bothpi0 andbi0 .
For the description of the displacements and forces at the
second neighbors (i 50,1,2,3 andj 51,2,3! we apply differ-
ent basis sets (bij ,pij ,nij ). In the case of the second neigh
bors, both componentsbij and pij point toward second-
neighbor sites in the same plane and the componentsnij are
orthogonal to the others.

B. Formation energies and ionization levels

The formation energy for the carbon impurity on a subs
tutional N site in the binary compoundXN (X5B, Al, Ga,
and In! is calculated in the formalism of Zhang an
Northrup41 by
9-2
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SUBSTITUTIONAL CARBON IN GROUP-III . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 66, 075209 ~2002!
V f~XN:CN
q ,EF!

5Etot
Q ~XN:CN

q !2Etot
ideal~XN!1m~N!2m~C!1qEF , ~1!

whereEtot
Q (XN:CN

q ) is the total energy of theXN supercell
with a C atom in the charge stateq. Q indicates the charge
state in whose geometry the total energy is calculatedQ
Þq means a total energy from a calculation for the cha
stateq in the geometry of the charge stateQ. Etot

q (XN:CN
q )

gives the minimum total energy for the charge stateq.
Etot

ideal(XN) denotes the total energy of the correspond
ideal zinc-blende supercell of XN,m(N) and m(C) are the
chemical potentials of N and C, respectively, for certa
preparation conditions, andEF is the Fermi level. The latte
quantity is divided according toEF5EV(XN)1«F , where
EV(XN) corresponds to the valence band maximum~VBM !
of the host nitride and the reduced Fermi level«F varies from
zero to the value of the fundamental gapEgap of XN. For the
fundamental energy gaps we applied the values of calc
tions reported in the literature including the quasiparti
corrections42–44 Egap56.3 ~BN!, 4.9 ~AlN !, 3.1 ~GaN!, and
0.52 eV ~InN!. The underestimation of the gap values f
GaN and InN is a consequence of the overestimation of
p-d orbital repulsion within the explicit treatment of th
semicored-electrons by DFT-LDA. The top of valence ban
EV(XN) is usually not well defined in a supercell calculatio
of systems with impurity. The electrostatic potential is diffe
ent from the defect-free material and the shallow accep
states influence the VBM. We therefore align the lowest
cupied s-like valence states of supercell systems with a
without impurity.

The chemical potentials of the carbon,m(C), and nitro-
gen,m(N), are determined using the standard procedure
scribed in the literature.41,45 The upper limit for the carbon
chemical potential in Eq.~1! is taken from a DFT-LDA cal-
culation for the cohesive energy of its diamond structu
Since we are interested in the system where the carbo
more likely to be incorporated in the sample, we consi
C-rich preparation conditions to calculate the formation
ergies.

In thermal equilibrium, the chemical potentialsm(N) and
m(X) depend linearly on each other because of the m
action law. They are related to the bulk chemical poten
m(XNbulk) of the binary compoundXN. The difference be-
tween this quantity and the chemical potentialsm(Xbulk) of
the cation andm(Nbulk) of the nitrogen defines the heat o
formationDH f(XN) of the compound XN. The two relation
allow the representation of the chemical potential of the
trogen atoms in Eq.~1! by

m~N!5m~XNbulk!2m~Xbulk!1DH f~XN!1Dm~N!.
~2!

The fluctuationDm(N) of the N chemical potential varie
betweenDm(N)52DH f(XN) (X-rich preparation condi-
tions! andDm(N)50 ~N-rich preparation conditions!. To be
consistent with the total energies of the supercells, we ap
calculated values ofm(XNbulk) andm(Xbulk).

46 The heat of
formation, estimated from measured quantities, leads to
07520
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values DH f(XN)52.65 (X5B), 3.28 (X5Al), 1.28 (X
5Ga), and 0.38 eV (X5In) per XN pair.

The position of the Fermi level at which the formatio
energy of an impurity in the different charged statesq and
q11 becomes equal is called ionization level. According
Eq. ~1! the ionization level is defined in the framework of th
DSCF method by

«~q11/q!5Etot
q ~XN:CN

q !2Etot
q11~XN:CN

q11!2EV~XN!,
~3!

whereEV(XN) is the eigenvalue of the VBM from a bulk
calculation. In the relevant caseq512, the energy in Eq.~3!
may be interpreted as the binding energy of a hole. It
assumed that for each charge stateq50,1–of the carbon im-
purity, the atomic configuration is that of fully-relaxe
atomic positions. Therefore, the energy in Eq.~3! should be
strongly related to the thermal activation energy of the ho
since in this process the system has sufficient time to cha
into the geometry of a negatively charged state.

C. Franck-Condon shifts and lattice relaxation

Single and two-particle excitation energies of the ty
given in Eq.~3! correspond to differences between total e
ergies. If one neglects the electron-hole pair binding, the i
ization levels can be hence calculated not only in the sing
particle case but also after two-particle excitation by aDSCF
method. However, the two different total energies conside
in theDSCF,Etot

Q (XN:CN
q ), do not only depend on the actua

charge stateq of the defect but also on the particular geom
etry that has been optimized for the charge stateQ. For very
fast transitions between two charge statesq and q11, the
system has not enough time to relax the atomic positions
the energies have to be computed assuming the geomet
the charge stateQ of the initial configuration.

The process of the hole excitation can be discusssed
energy-configurational coordinate diagram in which fo
points ~a, b, c, and d! are considered. The pointsa and b
correspond to the ground and excited state respectively in
fully relaxed geometry of CN

0 , whereas the pointsc and d
represent the latter states in the fully relaxed geometry
CN

12 . The system is in the ground state ata and during an
optical emission process, an electron is captured driving
system to the pointb. Then the system relax into anothe
minimum energy position atc, emitting phonons for in-
stance. The pointb is identified with the charged defect CN

12

in the geometry of CN
0 , whereas the pointc matches the

charged defect with fully-relaxed atomic positions. When
optical absorption process occurs, the system is driven
point d which corresponds to the ground state CN

0 in the
geometry of the excited state CN

12 . The energies of the tran
sitions a→b and c→d can be extracted from optical mea
surements. For instance, in a photoluminescence~PL! experi-
ment, optical transitions of the type CN

0 1e2→CN
12 occur

when an electrone2 in the conduction-band minimum i
captured by the defect and the system remains still in
geometry of the neutral state. The binding energy of the e
tron and hole in the acceptor-bound exciton is thereby dis
9-3
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garded in a first approximation. The corresponding pho
energy of emitted light is given by\vE5Egap2«E(0/12)
with an optical activation energy of the hole of

«E~0/12 !5Etot
0 ~XN:CN

12!2Etot
0 ~XN:CN

0 !2EV~XN!.
~4!

The absorption of a photon is accompanied by the genera
of an electron-hole pair and the negatively charged de
becomes neutral, CN

12→CN
0 1e2. Again neglecting the exci-

ton binding energy, the excited electron occupies a stat
the conduction band. The corresponding photon energy
absorption is\vA5Egap2«A(0/12) with another activation
energy

«A~0/12 !5Etot
12~XN:CN

12!2Etot
12~XN:CN

0 !2EV~XN!.
~5!

The difference between these two optical excitation en
gies defines the Franck-Condon~FC! shift47

DEFC
optical5\~vE2vA!

5«E~0/12 !2«A~0/12 !

5Etot
0 ~XN:CN

12!1Etot
12~XN:CN

0 !

2Etot
0 ~XN:CN

0 !2Etot
12~XN:CN

12!. ~6!

PL and temperature-dependent Hall-effect measurem
provide different values of activation energies8 for a given
acceptor which corresponds to the electronic transitions
tween its neutral and excited states. These values of ac
tion energies are related to the hole excitations during opt
or thermal activation. In this case one can define the ther
FC shift

DEFC
thermal5«E~0/12 !2«~0/12 !

5Etot
0 ~XN:CN

12!2Etot
12~XN:CN

12!. ~7!

The FC shifts has been successfully calculated byab initio
methods for the Mg impurity in GaN.48 These results indee
allow the explanation of the difference in the hole activati
energies derived from PL and Hall measurements.

The different FC shifts are consequences of the differ
atomic geometries occurring around the carbon impurityN

q

in different charged statesQ. Characteristic energies fo
these relaxations may be calculated by the energy gain o
total energy due to the atomic displacements with respec
the atomic positions of an ideal zinc-blende lattice:

DE~CN
q !5Etot

ideal~XN:CN
q !2Etot

q ~XN:CN
q !. ~8!

These energy contributions can be approximated by
work done by the Hellmann-Feynman forcesWnn

HF along the
path followed by the atoms during the successive steps o
relaxation. Since first and second neighbors to the carbon
are displaced according to the forcesFij

HF, they may experi-
ence different displacementsDdij . Consequently, the differ
ent neighbors can contribute differently to the relaxation
ergy DE(CN

q ). For short displacements it is reasonable
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approximate the force at each of the successive atomic p
tions by a constant value given by one-half of the force in
case of zinc-blende atomic positions. In order to estimate
different contributions to the energy relaxation due to t
first- and second-nearest neighbors, we divide the main
of the lattice relaxation energy according to

Wnn
HF5

1

2 (
i 50

3

Fi0
HFDdi01

1

2 (
i 50,j 51

3

Fij
HFDdij , ~9!

where the contribution due to the more distant neighbor
not taken into account. The result is compared to the va
obtained by Eq.~8!.

III. RESULTS

A. Lattice relaxation

Displacing the carbon atom slightly and arbitrarily fro
its zinc-blende position on the nitrogen sublattice and allo
ing the relaxation of all the host atoms, we verified that
final relaxed position is still the center of a tetrahedr
formed by its first nearest-neighbor cations. Therefore, we
not find any indication of a symmetry-lowering Jahn-Tell
distortion independent of the charge state of the impurityq
50,12 and of the group-III nitride. For that reason only th
Td symmetry is discussed in the following. All the group-I
nitrides show a breathing-mode relaxation on the nea
neighbors around the carbon impurity. The correspond
geometrical changes given in percentage of the bond lengd
are listed for the first- and second-nearest neighbors atom
Table I. The results are obtained for converged sp
polarized calculations using relatively large supercells w
2744 ~BN!, 1728~AlN !, 1000~GaN!, and 512~InN! atoms.

TABLE I. DisplacementsDd ~in percentage of the bond lengt
d) and work of the HF forcesWnn

HF ~in meV! for the first ~1! and
second~2! nearest neighbors as well as relaxation energiesDE(CN

q )
~in meV!.

Defect Nitride Dd(bij ) Dd(nij ) DE(CN
q ) Wnn

HF

BN 1 0.86 0.00 68 3
2 1.07 20.05 55

AlN 1 2.87 0.00 146 101
CN

0 2 1.50 0.05 48
GaN 1 20.05 0.00 68 0.4

2 1.25 0.11 58
InN 1 20.20 0.00 47 2

2 1.11 0.28 39
BN 1 20.49 0.00 272 16

2 1.33 0.00 131
AlN 1 0.07 0.00 368 22

CN
12 2 2.16 0.31 243

GaN 1 21.12 0.00 286 48
2 1.62 0.22 152

InN 1 20.87 0.00 120 21
2 1.23 0.32 67
9-4
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SUBSTITUTIONAL CARBON IN GROUP-III . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 66, 075209 ~2002!
The charge state and the cation of the nitride determ
the direction and strength of the breathing mode. The 2n
atoms exhibit always remarkable outward breathing-m
displacements, which are accompanied by short displa
ments in thenij direction. In GaN and InN, the 1nn cation
are displaced inwards. The increase of these displacem
with the number of electrons is a consequence of the for
tion of four strong bonds in the case of isoelectronic CN

12 .
The bonding effect is also responsible for the outward~in-
ward! breathing relaxation in BN forq50 (q512). No
chemical trend along the row InN, GaN, AlN, and BN
observed. Only in large supercells, an outward breathing
laxation occurs for AlN which is small forq512 and takes
the largest value forq50.

In general, our predictions agree with the results of ot
authors with respect to the direction of the breathing rel
ation. They also reported small relaxations for all the gro
III nitrides of about 0.1–4.0% of the bond length fo
c-BN,20,21 AlN, and GaN,20,24,26or even found that there i
no relaxation for CN

0 in BN and AlN.26,27However we cannot
confirm, even for small supercells, the prediction of an
ward relaxation for BN in the neutral charge state.19,21

The lattice relaxation can be characterized by means
the relaxation energiesDE(CN

q ) defined in Eq.~8! and the
FC shiftsDEFC

optical andDEFC
thermal given in Eqs.~6! and~7!,

respectively. Their most converged values are presente
Tables I and II, and their behavior versus the edge lengtL
5(2/A3)d(number of atoms)1/3 of the supercells is plotted in
Fig. 1. The relaxation energy for the neutral impurity is
ready converged for small supercells. Although for the ne
tively charged defect its value increases with increasingL,
there is a compensation effect when the FC shifts are ca
lated. Indeed, for BN and GaN the FC shifts already re
converged values for small supercells. The relaxation e
gies in Table I show two opposite tendencies along the se
InN, GaN, AlN, and BN. For the neutral impurity, the rela
ation energy amounts to 50–70 meV for InN, GaN, and B
and is approximately two times higher for AlN. For th
negatively-charged state, the relaxation energies incre
dramatically when the size of the supercell is increased. N
ertheless, in comparison with other authors who predic

TABLE II. Franck-Condon shifts (DEFC
optical and DEFC

thermal),
Kohn-Sham eigenvalues of thet2 defect level « t2

(q50) and
« t2

(q512) ~including their spin up and down splitting forq50),
and acceptor ionization energies«(0/12) ~in meV!. The Kohn-
Sham eigenvalues are given with respect to the VBM.

Nitride DEFC
optical DEFC

thermal « t2
(q50) « t2

(q512) «(0/12)

BN 208 129 150 538 293
83

AlN 688 382 603 1178 867
306

GaN 140 89 116 288 182
58

InN 35 20 54 92 12
33
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relaxation energies ranging from 0.1 to 0.9 eV~Refs. 21 and
24! for the carbon in the group-III nitrides, we find relative
low relaxation energies. The work of the Hellmann-Feynm
forcesWnn

HF in Table I indicates that the mechanism of rela
ation is governed by the 2nn atoms. The only exception
again CN

0 in AlN, for which the 2.9% outward breathing
mode relaxation of the 1nn atoms is more important.

The optical and thermal Franck-Condon shifts in Table
show similar trends as the relaxation energiesDE(CN

q ) in
Table I. They are about three or four times larger for A
than for BN and GaN. These higher values indicate a str
coupling with phonons in bothq50 and 12 cases for BN,
AlN, and GaN, whereas the effect is remarkably reduced
InN. Interestingly, the shifts of the thermal activation ene
gies amount to about 50–65% of the optical FC shifts m
surable in PL and optical absorption experiments.

B. Defect levels

Information about the position of defect levels can be o
tained either through the total energies fromDSCF methods,
i.e., including many-particle effects, or within the picture
noninteracting particles, which means its direct identificat
with the KS single-particle eigenvalues. In Fig. 2 we plot t
positions of thet2-like KS defect level at theG point and at

the special pointk5(2p/L)( 1
4 , 1

4 , 1
4 ) as a function of the

edge lengthL of the supercell. The correspondingEV(XN)
for the charge state is used as the energy zero. In the ne
case, the spin-up and spin-down components of the de
level are presented. The spin splitting remains almost c
stant when one varies the size of the supercell but depe
on the nitride. Since no unpaired electrons occur in CN

12 , the
spin splitting of thet2 level is zero in this case. The calcu
lated KS levels are converged for the largest studied su
cells with 2744~BN!, 1728 ~AlN !, and 1000~GaN! atoms.
Perhaps, slight changes may happen for GaN, when the
percell size is further increased. A comparison between

FIG. 1. Lattice relaxation energyDE(CN
q ) for the neutral~solid

line! and negatively charged~dotted line! calculated Franck-Condon
shifts DEFC

optical ~dashed line! and DEFC
thermal ~dot-dashed line! for

the carbon impurity in BN, AlN, and GaN as a function of th
supercell edge.
9-5
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upper and lower panels shows that the dispersion of the
purity bands indeed becomes smaller with increasing
size. In InN~not shown in Fig. 2! the KS defect levels of the
carbon impurity lie at 30–50 meV in CN

0 and 90 meV in CN
12

above the VBM.
The converged values for KS defect levels are presen

in Table II. They indicate a tendency for a shallow accep
level of CN in BN, GaN, and InN, whereas substitution
carbon in AlN should give rise to a deep level in the low
part of the fundamental gap. As a rule, for the negativ
charged states the KS eigenvalues lie at higher energies
for the neutral charge state. This is a consequence of
positive Coulomb integrals for thet2 states. The effective
repulsive interaction of the electrons localized at the im
rity shifts the single-particle defect level toward higher en
gies.

In comparison with other works, the results of our calc
lations exhibit some differences for the positions of the
defect level, although the carbon impurity in the wurtz
phase is usually considered. In general, previous works
not present the position oft2 of the negatively charged de
fect. Forc-BN, other calculations including relaxation of th
atomic positions predicted a deeper defect level at 0.35–
eV above the VBM~Ref. 21 and 27! than ours, which lies a
0.08–0.15 eV. A deeper defect level at 0.4 eV was also
tained in Ref. 27 for c-GaN, whereas we found it at 0.0
0.12 eV above the VBM for the largest supercells. On
other hand, our results for AlN are in agreement with oth
calculations24,27which predicted the defect level in the rang
of 0.3–0.6 eV.

The (0/12) ionization levels, obtained within the many
body picture by Eq.~3!, are shown in Fig. 3 versus the edg
length L of the supercell. For the (0/12) C-acceptor level,
converged values with an accuracy better than 50 meV
almost reached for the 2744-, 1728-, and 1000-atom su
cells used for BN, AlN, and GaN, respectively. The values

FIG. 2. Position of thet2-like KS defect level vs the edge lengt
of the supercell for BN, AlN, and GaN. Fully relaxed and spi
polarized calculations are performed. Upper panels correspon
k5(0,0,0) (G) and lower panels to the special pointk5(2p/L)
3( 1

4 , 1
4 , 1

4 ). The spin-up and spin-down eigenvalues are shown
« t2

(CN
0) ~solid lines! and« t2

(CN
12) ~dotted line!. The zero energy is

set to the top of valence bandEV(XN).
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the (0/12) ionization levels calculated for the largest supe
cells are also listed in Table II. They clearly indicate th
carbon substitutional on the nitrogen site gives rise to a s
low acceptor for BN, GaN, and InN. Whereas for InN th
ionization level (0/12) is close to the VBM, its value in-
creases along the series InN, GaN, and AlN. As a con
quence, carbon in AlN becomes a deep acceptor introdu
an energy level of about 0.9 eV above the VBM. Converse
the acceptor level again becomes shallow in the case of
Two reasons could be mentioned to explain this nonmo
tonical trend: the strong C-B bonds in the isoelectronic ca
which are overestimated within LDA, and the low bond io
icity of BN. In contrast to AlN, GaN, and InN, the bon
ionicity of BN is strongly reduced.49

There are two other interesting points. First, the activat
energy «(0/12) is nearly identical to the correspondin
single-particle Kohn-Sham eigenvalue« t2

(q5 1
2 2) accord-

ing to the transition-state theorem,50 and the Janak
theorem.51 A rough estimation of the transition-state valu
follows from the average of the eigenvalues1

2 @« t2
(q50)

1« t2
(q512)# of the partially occupied KS states listed

Table II. For BN, AlN, and GaN the deviations only var
between 3% and 14%. In the case of InN, the trend is s
correct, but the absolute value of the activation energy
extremely low. Second, the shallow acceptor levels in B
and GaN can be also described in the framework of
effective-mass theory. One may assume that the supe
edge lengthL.3 nm for the converged results gives an e
timate of the Bohr radius of the acceptorr B of about 1.5 nm.
Together with static dielectric constants (e) less than 10, one
calculates an effective mass of about 0.3m0 (m5e\2/r Be2),
i.e., a hole mass with the right order of magnitude. T
means that effective-mass states can be described with
supercell approach if the size of the supercell is la
enough.

A further indication for the reliability of the calculate
defect levels is given by the comparison with experimen
data. Both thermal activation energy measurements and
studies yield to a hole activation energy of the carbon acc
tor in c-GaN of about 215 meV.8,52 Our calculated value

to

r

FIG. 3. Ionization level (0/12) of the carbon acceptor in BN
AlN, and GaN vs the edge length of the supercell.
9-6
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«(0/12)5182 meV underestimates slightly the measu
one. However, according to Fig. 2 one may expect that i
more converged calculation, the theoretical value will a
proach better the measured energy. The agreement o
activation energies measured by different methods is so
what surprising. For the optical hole activation ener
«E(0/12)5«(0/12)1DEFC

thermal, measured in a PL experi
ment, one finds a value that is enlarged by the ther
Franck-Condon shiftDEFC

thermal589 meV. However, one
has to consider the exciton binding energy, which reduces
value of the optical hole activation energy. From free ex
tons we know that typical binding energies are not mu
smaller thanDEFC

thermal.53 The resulting compensation ma
explain why in thermal activation and PL experiments8,10,52

nearly the same energies have been observed.

C. Energetics of the acceptor formation

The convergence of the formation energyV f @Eq. ~1!# is
shown in Fig. 4 with respect to the supercell size for B
AlN, and GaN and for the most important preparation co
dition, i.e., simultaneous carbon-rich and cation-rich con
tion. For q512 the doping level is fixed at«F50 (p-type
doping!. Calculations using 32-atom supercells may not g
even a quantitative result for single impurities, since o
considers in reality an alloy with an impurity concentrati
equal to 6.25%. Figure 4 indicates that the largest superc
under consideration can be used safely to derive the de
formation energy at least forq50. The only exception could
be GaN for which even larger supercells may be needed.
absolute variations of this quantity of about 0.1 eV are sim
lar for the carbon acceptor in the three nitrides considered
the limit of convergence, one finds that, under the cho
conditions, the formation energy of the neutral impurity
favored in comparison to the negatively-charged one.
BN and GaN with an effective-mass-like acceptor, the tre

FIG. 4. Formation energy of the carbon impurities CN
0 ~solid

line! and CN
12 ~dashed line! as a function of the edge lengthL of the

supercell in anXN nitride. The results are presented for simult
neous C-rich andX-rich preparation conditions. Ap-type doping
(«F50) is assumed forq512. The results refer to supercells wit
(2n)3 atoms withn5 2, 4, 5, and 7~BN!, n5 2, 4, and 6~AlN !,
andn5 2, 4, and 5~GaN!.
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ment within small supercells fails. One obtains similar valu
for the formation energies in bothq50 and 12 or even
lower formation energies forq512. Conversely, the forma-
tion energies of the deep acceptor in AlN are only sligh
sensitive to the supercell size on the energy scale of
formation energies. The formation energy for the carbon
purity increases with respect to the cation atomic numbe
the host material, reaching about 3.0 eV for InN in 512-at
supercells. For the most converged calculations the for
tion energy of the negatively-charged defect is always hig
than for the neutral state under the chosen preparation
ditions. The difference between the two energies is prop
tional to the hole activation energy.

A study about the influence of the preparation conditio
and doping level on the formation energies of CN

q is pre-
sented in Fig. 5 for the largest supercells considered. Ag
only the C-rich preparation conditions are considered and
reduced Fermi level«F varies between zero and the qua
particle fundamental gap of the compoundXN. The knee
points separating the two charged states in Fig. 5 give
actly the ionization levels shown in Table II, and lie at 5%
18%, 6%, and 4% of the quasiparticle fundamental gap,
spectively, for BN, AlN, GaN, and InN. As expected, th
cation-rich conditions favor the formation of an isolated c
bon impurity substitutional to a nitrogen site and the sin
negatively charged state is more likely to occur than the n
tral carbon undern-type preparation conditions. The neg
tively charged carbon presents lower formation energies t
the neutral one for the majority of the doping levels. Und
cation-rich preparation conditions, the formation energ
show a clear trend with the atomic number of the cation
the group-III nitride. In this case the higher the atomic nu
ber the higher is the formation energy. For N-rich conditio
this trend changes and one finds that the formation ene
increases along the series BN, GaN, and AlN. The format

FIG. 5. Formation energies of the C acceptor for the neutral
negatively charged states in BN~solid line!, AlN ~dotted line!, GaN
~dashed line!, and InN ~dot-dashed line! as a function of the elec-
tron chemical potential. Results are obtained for 2744-, 172
1000-, and 512-atom supercells, respectively. C-rich prepara
conditions are assumed simultaneously with N-rich~left panel! and
cation-rich~right panel!.
9-7
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energy of CN
q in InN shows a behavior distinct from the oth

nitrides lying in the range 2.5–3.5 eV, rather independen
doping level or preparation conditions.

Formally the results in Fig. 5 indicate that a C-doped B
crystal would be unstable in the presence of free electron
the system. The figure shows negative formation ener
under high-n-type doping conditions. The excess of electro
in the system stabilizes the carbon impurity in its negative
charged state and as a result strong C-B bonds are for
around it. The corresponding binding energies are proba
overestimated by the DFT-LDA treatment. In addition, t
quasiparticle fundamental energy gap, used to limit the va
tion of «F , is wider than the DFT-LDA ones, which shift
automatically the formation energies for negatively-charg
states to lower values.

In contrast to our results, Orellana and Chacham21 calcu-
lated negative formation energies for both neutral and ne
tively charged states of the carbon impurity inc-BN. In com-
parison with the results reported by Gorczycaet al.27 for CN

0

in the cubic phase, we obtain lower formation energies
BN, higher formation energies for AlN and similar results f
GaN. For w-GaN, Bogusławski and co-workers23,24

calculated almost the same formation energy of 1.6 eV
q511, q50, andq512, a value which is lower than ours
The same authors found that only the positively-charged
fect would be stable inw-AlN.

IV. SUMMARY

We have presentedab initio calculations of the neutra
(CN

0) and the negatively charged (CN
12) carbon substitutiona

impurity in the group-III nitrides. Total-energy calculation
within the framework of a plane-wave-pseudopotential co
have been performed taking the lattice relaxation and s
polarization into account. Because of the shallow chara
of the carbon acceptor in BN, GaN, and InN, special car
taken in the supercell approach. The convergence of the
ys

pl

e

.J

.

K.
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fect properties with respect to the edge length of the sup
cell is studied in detail. As a consequence, extremely la
supercells with 2744~BN!, 1728 ~AlN !, 1000 ~GaN!, and
512 ~InN! atoms have been used to model an isolated def
Despite the small size of B, C, and N cores as well as of
cores of Ga and In below thed shells, the treatment of so
many electrons and so large supercells was possible du
the use of supersoftened non-normconserving pseudopo
tials.

Independent of the nitride and the charge state of the
fect, a breathing-mode relaxation occurs around the car
impurity. Substitutionally to the nitrogen site carbon giv
rise to an acceptor level. The corresponding hole activa
energy«(0/12) increases along the series InN, GaN, a
AlN. As a consequence, the acceptor level in AlN is shift
by about 0.9 eV toward the middle of the fundamental g
which characterizes CN as a deep acceptor in AlN. In BN CN
also forms a shallow acceptor. We trace the resulting n
monotonical chemical trend along InN, GaN, AlN, and B
back to the interplay of opposite effects, the low bond ion
ity in BN, and the extremely strong B-C bonds. The form
tion energies are low in all the nitrides, in such a way that
incorporation of carbon in the N sublattice should be like
even in presence of ap-type background doping. The calcu
lated values of the hole activation energy are comparabl
energies extracted from thermal and optical measuremen
c-GaN. The experimental observation of nearly the same
tivation energies in Hall experiments and photoluminesce
is explained by compensation effects due to the differ
lattice relaxations and electron-hole binding.
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